Creativity in Writing: A Study of EFL Learners’ Locus of Control
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Abstract
The present study aims at providing a clear picture of Julian Rotter’s (1966) locus of control and learners’ creative thinking. Specifically, the study seeks to determine the differences between internal and external orientation in creative writing. In this respect, 20 MA students were asked to complete the Internal Control Index questionnaire and write four writings on the provided topics. The results of the study reveal that internally perceived learners particularly opt more to contemplate and explore cases inasmuch as they believe that they have the control of their environment. However, being in direct opposition, externalizers believe that environment is not under their control and their success and failures are out of their hands. The study concludes that the higher the internal locus of control, the more creative learners are. The research findings may add to our understanding of the learners and learning concerning Attribution Theory.
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1. Introduction
Creativity and creative thinking are not new concepts. A plethora of research has explored and stressed the contributing role played by creativity in solving complex individual and social problems (Wang, 2012; Beghetto, 2005, Amabile, 1996). Guilford (1967) defines creativity as fluent, flexible and original thoughts. Fluency refers to the quantity of created responses, flexibility reflects variety of created responses and originality is uniqueness and cleverness of created responses. Drevdahl (1956) refers to it as an individual’s capacity to create new and firsthand ideas, opinions and products. It can be inferred that creative thinkers sensitive to insufficiency and gaps in knowledge explore the possible solutions and integrate divergent ideas to bring something into existence that does not exist before.

What is worth highlighting is the role of creative thinking in language learning. According to Piaget (1959) and Vygotsky (1986, 1978) language improvement is strictly associated with thinking skill. Wang (2012) goes further and asserts that creativity has a special connection with writing skill. As Vygotsky (1978) opines that

  An intrinsic need should be aroused in them, writing should be incorporated into a task that is necessary and relevant for life. Only then can we be certain that it will develop not as a matter of hand and finger habits but as a really new and complex form of speech (p. 118).

It is similarities of needed abilities which creative thinking and writing are so closely related (Wang, 2012; McVey, 2008; Sak, 2004). According to McVey (2008), learners’ difficulty in writing could not always be defined in terms of grammar or spelling but in terms of the ways to construct an argument, support it and transform it to a new form. Autonomy and the skill to communicate opinions (Beghetto, 2005), self-discovery (Amabile, 1996) and attention to the self (Harrington, Block, & Block, 1987) are required characteristics in nurturing writing and creativity. Beghetto (2005) points out that “students must use their evaluative thinking skills, check the appropriateness and social validity of their efforts, persevere in the face of difficulty, and follow through by completing their project and publishing their work” (p. 257). Wang (2007) assessed the relationship between creative thinking and gain scores of different subjects and reported that “the creative ability of elaboration significantly and positively correlated with English reading and writing scores” (cited in Wang, 2012, p. 39). It can be inferred that creativity and writing go hand in hand.

One concept close to both creative thinking and writing is the state of controllability, namely locus of control. According to Rotter (1966, 1990), while one may praise his/her performance and consider it contingent upon his/her attributes, another individual may define it in light of independent forces and random events. The first characteristic is referred to as generalized expectancy for internal oriented learners and the second one is regarded as external control of reinforcement. Learners who perceive their behaviors as overshadowed by luck, fate or other powerful sources are called externally reinforced learners (White, 1999; Lefcourt, 1982). On the contrary, learners who perceive their behaviors as influenced by their internal beliefs and action are named internally reinforced students (White, 1999;
2. Literature Review

It was in the seventeenth century that the word *creativity* first appeared (Dawson, 2005). Generating novel things, unique expressions of self and unconventional changes are the essence of creative thinking. It is a purposeful process in making something better, valuable and more meaningful (Starko, 2005). As far as education is concerned, the enhancement of thinking and creative thoughts is among the first-hand necessities inasmuch as creativity is the notable centerpiece of all learning efforts. Through examining ideas, raising possibilities and searching for different options instead of one, learners can become aware of how one’s mind works (Almajali, 2005) and upon that have a successful learning.

Creativity can noteworthy be traced in writing. According to Wang (2012), “writing practices such as thinking, remembering, reasoning, feeling curious, exploring, and freedom of expression” (p. 40) play the same significant role in bringing something new into existence.” Divergent and convergent stages of thinking creatively what learners undertake in writing from brainstorming and forming freely as many ideas as possible to evaluating and communicating outcome (Beghetto, 2005). The connectivity of creative thinking and writing can be studied in works of Wang (2007, 2012), McVey (2008), Sak (2004), Pearson and Tierney (1984), Beghetto (2005), Harrington et al. (1987) and Sharples (1999). Pearson and Tierney (1984) have pointed out that an individual in writing a text contemplates the inner reader and outer reader and “continually reacts to what the writer has written, is writing, and is about to write” (p. 6).

In his analysis of the role of creativity in reading and writing practices, Wang (2012) argued that the ability of elaboration was the most marked variation in creative performances and it continuously appeared as the most prominent link between reading and writing. Sak (2004) investigated a teacher’s experiences, Martha, over 20 years on creativity. Martha argued that through applying real life matters, personal narratives and poetries, she effectively got students involved in creative writing. In a joint work of creative writing and peer collaborative practices, Vass (2007, p. 115) pointed out “the successful sharing, joint exploration and expression of emotional experiences” in productive writings of learners. This shared talk optimizing creativity drives learners to cooperative, original and brainstorming writing. To be a creative writer, learners are deemed to apply imagination, reflection, description, intrinsic motivation and persistence through their generation of ideas (Barbot, Tan, Randi, Santa-Donato & Grigorenko, 2012). According to Barbot et al. (2012), learners’ quality of writing and originality can be enhanced through creative instruction. It might, indeed, be true to state that the creative act of writing entails forming connections, meaning and communication.

The real issue lies in the cultural, educational and individual impacts which differentiate creative performances and the way learners apply information to generate original things. According to Baghai and Riasati (2013), teachers’ creativity significantly predicates learners’ effectiveness and performances. Teachers can easily make differences in how learners regard learning tasks and approach them. As an illustration, learner’s context of learning, smart board or traditional one, worked for students’ creativity in mathematics (Behzadi & Manuchehri, 2013). From affective aspect, anxiety (Rubinstein, 2008; Tabrizi, Talib & Yaacob, 2011), autonomy and self-discovery (Amabile, 1996; Beghetto, 2005), from personality aspect, self-confidence, tolerance of ambiguity and openness to new experiences (Beghetto, 2005, Torrance, 1992; Von Eschenbach & Noland, 1981) and from social and cultural aspect, family, school, support and society (Straus & Straus, 1968; Niu & Sternberg, 2003; Kockar & Gencoz, 2004; Khouzam, 2009) have demonstrated significant impact on learners’ performances leading to creative outcomes. In this respect, this study aimed at exploring learners’ creative writings from personality aspect, in particular locus of control.

It may not surprise us to state that success and failures self-evidently play a significant role in attainments. The outmost importance lies in learners’ explanation for the causes of their outcomes and how they attribute it to themselves. Locus of control, Hrbáčková, Hladik and Vávrová (2012) state, indicates whether learners believe that “their actions have a minimum influence on the outcomes and there is little they can do to alter them … [or] their results are conditioned by their actions and largely under their control” (p. 1806). Learners of the first type, named external control learners, attribute their ultimate outcomes to luck or teacher that external factors are responsible for their performances. However, learners of the second type, named internal control learners, define their actions in terms of their abilities and efforts that internal factors are responsible for their results (Rotter, 1966). Learners internally driven are apt to be more inquisitive, free willed, prepared to learn something and think and look for information and knowledge (Lefcourt, 1982). Demirkan (2006, p. 36) has summarized internal and external learners’ differences:-
Table 1. Internal and external learners’ characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ability</th>
<th>Internal locus of control</th>
<th>External locus of control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The individuals with internal locus of control have a tendency to choose the activities</td>
<td>The individuals with external locus of control prefer the activities in which they can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in which they can display their abilities.</td>
<td>show the role of chance on their lives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
<td>Internal locus of control</td>
<td>External locus of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They feel that they are responsible for their own decisions, and they perceive that their</td>
<td>They try to increase good conditions in their life; on the other hand they make an effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fate is not affected by the factors out of their control, but by their own decisions.</td>
<td>to reduce the level of bad conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>Internal locus of control</td>
<td>External locus of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Their belief that they have the control over their fate prevents them from getting</td>
<td>They usually view change as a danger as they do not feel the control of the forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>suspicious of the changing period since they feel responsible for their own actions.</td>
<td>affecting their lives. They prefer to be at a status where they can be passive in case of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Internal locus of control</td>
<td>a change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They use more control in their environment and they display a better learning performance</td>
<td>Internal locus of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When the information is about their own conditions, they actively search for new</td>
<td>They display fewer compliance attitudes than individuals with internal locus of control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information. Also, they use the information better if they are in need of solving a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>complicated problem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Joo, Lim and Kim (2013) explored learners’ satisfaction, achievement and persistence in an online course and argued that locus of control significantly predicate learners’ satisfaction and indirectly impact their persistence. Internal learners having more responsibility for learning highly valued the online courses and were more satisfied with it than external ones. Hrbáčková et al. (2012) argued that internally oriented learners showed greater improvement in the academic achievement and metacognition while it was not the case for external locus of control, “if students believe that academic success (mastering specific skills in a specific context) depends on themselves they may achieve a higher level of metacognition” (p. 1809). Quantitatively assessing and interviewing learners, Ghonsooly and Elahi (2011) reported significant role for locus of control in learners’ reading and writing skills. The more externals attribute their outcomes to outside sources, the lower scores they get in reading and writing test as opposed to internals.

Studies have shown that internal learners are more apt for low level of stress (Chen & Silverthorne, 2008) and reflective thinking (Norton, 1994), use logical decision, apply more strategies and less hesitation (Coban & Hamamci, 2006), are more proactive and effective (Ozen Kutanis, Mesci & Ovdur, 2011), more successful in self-instructed language learning and employ affective strategies (Bown, 2006), and are easier to learn new skills and have positive attitudes (Mamlin, Harris & Case, 2001). On the one hand, external learners are reported to have low self-esteem and self-worth (Mamlin, Harris & Case, 2001) but more tendencies to group decision (Selart, 2005), have lower expectations but are more optimistic (Simons, Irwin & Drinnins, 1987; Adas, 1999) and ignore skill improvement and persistence in doing a task (Mamlin et al, 2001; Adas, 1999) but have more work content (Patten, 2005).

Generally speaking, educating creative learners have always been one of the objectives of curriculum developers. To be creative, learners consider different possibilities and look for different options in solving a problem. On the other hand, from personality aspect learners may attribute their outcomes to internal or external factors (Rotter, 1966). Internalizers attribute their achievements and failures to internal influences and continue doing a task; while, externalizers consider the external forces as the source of their successful or unsuccessful performances and give up on difficult tasks and prefer to work on other tasks. Concerning creative thinking, we aimed at posing stimulating questions to EFL learners to find out how individuals with low fluctuation attribution style and the ones with unstable forces understand the functions, draw upon their imagination, apply new perspectives, generate unique opinions, solve the problems and give rise to creative outcomes. In this regard, the creativity in writings of internal and external perceived learners was explored.
3. Method

3.1 Participants

The subjects of this study were 26 Iranian EFL learners who were postgraduate male and female students at Chabahar Maritime University. The learners were between 24 and 27 years of age, with the mean of 25. The sampling method was availability non-random sampling as they were those the researchers had access to. Applying the instruments and going through phases of the study, six learners were dropped off from the study due to personal reasons or incomplete writings. Furthermore, prior to the study, learners were asked to write an essay on a topic from IELTS Academic Writing Task 2. Their writings were analyzed and assessed by two university teachers of English based on IELTS Task 2 Writing assessment criteria which were adopted from British Council website in order to check the homogeneity of learners. The learners’ band scores ranged from 7 to 8 which revealed similar writing proficiency.

3.2 Instrumentation and Procedure

To collect data, Internal Control Index (ICI) scale was applied to check learners’ locus of learning. The ICI scale developed by Duttweiler (1984) consists of 28 incomplete statements. It characterizes learners in terms of internal attributers or external ones. Learners were required to read each item and complete it from 5-point Likert scale ranging from “rarely: less than 10% of the time” to “usually, more than 90% of the time”. The scale produces a possible range from 28 indicating higher external locus of control to 140 indicating higher internal locus of control. According to Duttweiler (1984), the cronbach alpha of the scale is .84 and .85 in two field tests of the ICI.

After indicating the level of locus of control of learners, they were informed that they would go through four phases of writing. In four weeks, learners were provided with four different topics, one topic for each week, and were asked to express their view on it. The topics were from IELTS Academic Writing Task 1 and 2 chosen from Cambridge Practice Tests for IELTS Series considering the fact that they are standardized model of writing assessment. The topics were selected because they allowed the learners to think, synthesize, react and propose innovation. Four writings were collected from each of the twenty learners in order to be analyzed from a creativity point of view.

The students’ writings were analyzed based on Sharples’ (1999, 1996) model of writing as creative design. Sharples’ (1999, p. 144) model is presented below:

![Figure 1. Sharples’ Model of Creative Writing](image)

According to Sharples (1999), creative writing incorporates reflection and engagement. Reflection, “an amalgam of mental processes” (p. 144), interacts with contemplation, planning and reviewing. Contemplation reflects “high focus thinking of deliberate knowledge exploration and transformation of conceptual spaces” (p. 144). Planning stage applies the results of contemplation to set goal for both macro and micro planning. In reviewing, learners evaluate the generated content and modify the writing. The engagement part involves the “full attention to creating a chain of associated ideas and turning them into text” (p. 144). Being a matter of transcribing, the engagement part was not reflected in the analysis section.

Accordingly, learners’ writing was assessed on how they conceptualize new ideas, plan and review their opinions. For example, regarding a topic ‘internet benefits learners more than books’ whole learners’ writing were read and any part of the text that discusses new ideas and explores the case were marked as contemplation

- It is self-sufficient that Internet is the breakthrough of this era which has made impossible possible.

Similar to the contemplation analysis, the whole learners’ writing were marked for planning and reviewing sentences.

- By the help of books, instructors can create friendlier environment for learners (planning).
- Following the mentioned educational values, it can be taken for granted that books benefit learning process specifically children’s (reviewing).

In the second stage of the analysis, the parts of writings that were marked e.g. planning were compared between internal and external learners to find out how each group plan their opinions. Moreover, learners who only have a single approach in solving problems are considered as least creative and learners who reflect, seek out risky directions,
recognize consequences and extend a novel format are assigned as the most creative learners. To be reliable in analysis, writings of learners were analyzed by three university lecturer as well as the researchers themselves to get inter-rater reliability on each writings.

4. Results

To explore the purposes of the study, firstly learners’ responses to LOC scale were analyzed. Based on the analysis, out of 20 learners, 12 learners belonged to the internalizer group and the others were regarded as externalizer (see Table 2). Findings denote that in our sample learners’ mind their successes and failures, tend to control their performances and are active and assertive in problem solving tasks.

| Table 2. Descriptive statistics of internalizers and externalizers |
|----------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                      | N      | Minimum | Maximum | Mean   | Std. Deviation |
| Internalizer         | 12     | 88.00   | 120.00  | 107.41 | 13.30          |
| Externalizer         | 8      | 70.00   | 83.00   | 77.27  | 4.46           |
| Valid N (listwise)   | 0      |         |         |        |                |

Task 1

In the first phase of the study, the researchers asked learners to express their view on “Too much emphasis is placed on testing these days. The need to prepare for tests examinations is a restriction on teachers and also exerts unnecessary pressure on young learners. What are your views?” Writings of learners were analyzed in light of contemplation, planning and reviewing. Internalizers wrote that they are more concerned and attentive to the way they are assessed and the way that they can show their abilities. One of the students (student A) wrote that “the process of learning is more important than its product”. Similarly another internalizer (student B) argued that “I think it is necessary to determine the appropriate place of students in many instructional frameworks and their progress through instructional program like competency-based language teaching.”. It can be implied that internals tend to be more success-oriented and actively search for new information specifically if they are in need of solving a problem (better assessment in this case).

Student A expressed her new ideas as “alternative assessment of different type” transforming that she believes in individuality of performances. For her, it can be a new way substituted the previous impractical one. Concerning contemplation by externalizers, student A expressed that “from my point of view taking exam per se is not a problem, even sometimes it’s the only solution for evaluating the learner”. Analyzing another externalizer similarly revealed that they did not let their line of thoughts be expanded and go beyond boundaries compared to internalizers, it can be detected in writings of student B who as she began her writing with “A merit of the test is that test activates mental activities which are very important in students’ progress of learning”.

Regarding the second creative factor, planning, internalizers wrote “the teachers should provide opportunities before, during and after any kind of activities to motivate learners” (student C). Another internal learner considered learning and testing as “when students’ needs, skills, talents, wants … are considered as the core points of a course, it would encourage learners to take responsibility of their own learning and try hard to overcome their difficulties” (student D). As the last sentence denotes, try hard to overcome their difficulties, internally perceived learners notice that their performances are not affected by the factors out of their control, but by their own decisions and attempt to plan and organize them. Externalizers said that “to be honest, test causes learners to schedule their learning to become prepared for it” (student E).

In reviewing their thoughts, student E of internalizers expressed “as an assessment tool testing can be regarded as one of the means but not the sole one”. She even goes furthers and argues that “testing … makes learners less creative and competent in learning”. From the words less creative and competent, it can be highlighted that internally perceived learners put much stress on their own potential and are open to new experiences. However, one externalizer (student E) expressed that “as long as questions are standard, one can hope s/he can be evaluated fairly”; standardization seems to be the best criteria in order to be evaluated fairly.

Task 2

In the second phase of the study, learners wrote an essay on “As computers are being used more and more in education, there will be no role for teachers in the classroom. Discuss this view and give your opinions”. To begin with internal locus of control, student F asserted that “it is unanimously believed that computers have facilitated all facets of human life including educational practice”. She furthers continued that “teachers, considered as the second parent of students, play a vital role in disciplining children”. It seems that the student try to clarify and express a better view and understanding of the case. To a lesser extent, student E said that “it is undeniable that learning information has become easier with computers”.

To plan and organize newness concerning the role of teachers and computers, student G stressed that “the nature of education entails both authentic feedback and individualized attention by their teachers and the autonomy of self-study through computer using”. The student seeks ways to potentially change the conventions and make the best benefits out
of them. External locus of control indicated that “the necessity of the presence of instructors or computers for teaching and learning in each course should be determined by curriculum developers” (student F). She, moreover, argued that “there are courses for which we couldn’t determine the efficacy of instructors or computers”. To be led seems to be better than to think, organize and decide about learning.

Finally in reviewing their discussion, internalizers state that “although education, likely to say, is the one which takes the most advantages out of this computerized era, it needs teachers to complete the supplementary role of computers in students’ learning” (student H). On the other hand, externally-oriented learner restating her opening sentence put forward that “the role of instructors in education has remained necessary and no machine could replace them” (student G).

Task 3

Following the previous writings, in their third writing participants were asked to analyze a graph taken from task 1 of IELTS samples (see Appendix). For internally perceived learners, differences in women and men’s employment denote that “women not preferring physical jobs look more for positions in which they can communicate with the public as opposed to men opting for either position” (student I). Externally perceived learners claimed that “the disparity between women and men in manufacturing and financing reveals that they are not the jobs that women are interested in or successful in them” (student H).

Task 4

In the last phase of the study, the learner discussed another case as “Universities should accept equal numbers of men and women in every subject. What is your suggestion?”. To our surprise, student J in the beginning of her writing stated that “on my reckoning, it is not the question of equal number but competent gender”. It can be identified that it is learners’ abilities that determine the status of each learner in educational system. It is also detectable in “being right-hemisphere dominant, females are more successful in language and artistic activities. Teaching can be one of the domains which suit them perfectly” (student K). Student L concluded that “admission process could not be based on gender to merely avoid discrimination; the aptitude, nonetheless, is an uncontroversial requirement”.

From the point of view of externalizers, “fundamentally, one can continue his interest however, situations determine how we continue this interest” (student D). It seems that the case is even unsolvable, “it is up to universities to consider whether the demanded jobs in the society are men or women oriented and apply the men and women for each major” (student G).

5. Discussion

Results of the study indicated that internally oriented learners form the largest part of our sample. Internal locus of control is, moreover, interrelated with creative thoughts. When you think about and explore things, you are bringing something new into existence and when you think you can change it; this reveals an internal locus of reinforcement. This is similar to the way one of the students said “… it would encourage learners to take responsibility of their own learning and try hard to overcome their difficulties”. In line of present findings, we can imply and may claim that internalizers look for reasons and reflect on their actions. Therefore, the characteristics of internally oriented learners benefit them to be more creative. Similarly, Hrbáčková et al., (2012) and Ghonsooly and Elahi (2010) reported that most learners tend to be internalizers and this internal locus of control significantly affects their academic achievements. On the other hand, externalizers think that things occur as they just occur. It will be outside of their authorities to think, explore and create changes, they are simply external forces. There would be no reason on which externalizers would be inclined to explore. Furthermore, the analysis of writing revealed that internalizers opt more to investigate and understand the functions and worth of writing. As opposed to externals whose writings mostly followed two dimensional points, merits or demerits and agree or disagree, internalizers noteworthy engaged themselves in the topic, generative selective ideas, take risk, go beyond the limits of the writing and bring about novel thoughts and designs. According to Barbot et al. (2012), originating new patterns of meaning, being expressive on a subject and creating a structure for the writing are often regarded as the essence of creativity.

Regarding tables, charts and numerical understanding, we provided learners with one figure and evaluated internals and externals’ perception and implication toward the task. Although writings provided clear picture of the numbers, they were not much satisfactory for creative analysis. One reason was the shortness of writings. Generally speaking, however, internals more attended to interpret the task and some, to our surprise, proposed recommendations toward the case under discussion.

Unfortunately, there is no qualitative study which explores locus of control concerning creative writing to which we can refer. However, the study of different experimental and descriptive researches reveals that literature is in favor of internalizers. Tending to be more intelligent and success-oriented (Almajali, 2005), greater responsibility and persistence in learning (Joo et al, 2013), higher level of metacognition (Hrbáčková et al, 2012), and reading and writing achievements (Ghonsooly & Elahi, 2011) and continued admission for the education (Martinez, 2003) are among a few examples of all reported outperformances of internals over externals. According to Hrbáčková et al. (2012), “if students believe that academic success (mastering specific skills in a specific context) depends on themselves they may achieve a higher level of metacognition” (p. 1809). Learners, furthermore, have shown a shift toward internality in self-instructional learning context and achieved better in ‘know-how’ and confidence (White, 1999). Similarly, Kesici, Sahin and Aктurк (2009) argue that internalizers significantly outperformed in summarizing and rehearsal of cognitive learning strategies compared to externalizers. Finally, Norton (1994) notifies that internal locus of control and creative
thinking are strong predictors of reflective thinking. As it is mentioned and reported, it may be concluded that locus of control, specifically internal, plays a significant role in learners’ learning and creativity. The study can summarize the features of creative thinking with regard to locus of control as below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus of Control</th>
<th>Internalizer</th>
<th>Externalizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Thinking</td>
<td>Contemplation</td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explore and engage in new ideas and perception</td>
<td>Monitor learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low focus thinking</td>
<td>No monitoring, only general planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewing</td>
<td>Attend to the process of content generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modification if feel necessary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to explore locus of reinforcement, as a psychological variable, with regard to learners’ creativity. Furthermore, the nature of creative writing was compared between internal and external locus of control. Based on the findings, the higher the internal locus of control, the more creative learners are. Internalizers opt more to search and contemplate cases so as to find or provide a solution to the underlined problems. To the same extent, they are more concerned with their performances and progresses inasmuch as they believe that reinforcements lie in their own abilities. Internally perceived learners believe that the reactions that they receive from surroundings are the causes of their attitudes. It is in direct opposition to externalizers who believe that their outcomes are not predictable. The analysis of writings by external revealed that they apply mostly a neutral position toward problems intending to be less critical and creative in their thoughts.

Overall, the present study is a new step in its own type, analyzing creativity in writings of internal and external oriented learners. Regarding the limitation of the study, the findings consider only the given context and the addressed learners and it is very specific because the learners organize a small proportion of EFL learners. Moreover, the subjective analysis of learners’ writings has its own shortcomings as subjectivity reflects personal interpretation of researcher. In this regard, it is worthy of further investigation by researchers, theorists and practitioners with a concern for proving and providing more results on the orientation of internal and external learners toward creativity.
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Appendix A

Internal Control Index (ICI)

Please read each statement. Where there is a blank, decide what your normal or usual attitude, feeling, or behavior would be:

A = Rarely (less than 10%) of the time
B = Occasionally (about 30%) of the time
C = Sometimes (about half the time)
D = Frequently (about 70% of the time)
E = Usually (more than 90% of the time)

Of course, there are always unusual situations, in which this would not be the case, but think of what you would do or feel in most normal situations. Write the letter that describes your usual attitude or behavior in the space provided on the response sheet.
1. When faced with a problem I _____ try to forget.
2. I _____ need frequent encouragement from others for me to keep working at a difficult task.
3. I _____ like jobs where I can make decisions and be responsible for my own work.
4. I _____ change my opinion when someone I admire disagrees with me.
5. If I want something I _____ work hard to get it.
6. I _____ prefer to learn the facts about something from someone else rather than having to dig them out for myself.
7. I _____ will accept jobs that require me to supervise others.
8. I _____ have a hard time saying “no” when someone tries to sell me something.
9. I _____ like to have a say in any decisions made by any group I’m in.
10. I _____ consider the different sides of an issue before making any decisions.
11. What other people think _____ has a great influence on my behavior.
12. Whenever something good happens to me I _____ feel it is because I’ve earned it.
13. I _____ enjoy being in a position of leadership.
14. I _____ need someone else to praise my work before I am satisfied with what I’ve done.
15. I _____ am sure enough of my opinions to try and influence others.
16. When something is going to affect me I _____ learn as much about it as I can.
17. I _____ decide to do things on the spur of the moment.
18. For me, knowing I’ve done something well is _____ more important than being praised by someone else.
19. I _____ let other peoples’ demands keep me from doing things I want to do.
20. I _____ stick to my opinions when someone disagrees with me.
21. I _____ do what I feel like doing not what other people think I ought to do.
22. I _____ get discouraged when doing something that takes a long time to achieve results.
23. When part of a group I _____ prefer to let other people make all the decisions.
24. When I have a problem I _____ follow the advice of friends or relatives.
25. I _____ enjoy trying to do difficult tasks more than I enjoy trying to do easy tasks.
26. I _____ prefer situations where I can depend on someone else’s ability rather than just my own.
27. Having someone important tell me I did a good job is _____ more important to me than feeling I’ve done a good job.
28. When I’m involved in something I _____ try to find out all I can about what is going on even when someone else is in charge.

Appendix B

The graph below shows the numbers of female and male workers in 1975 in several employment sectors of the republic of Fredonia. Write a report for a university teacher describing the information shown.